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MAS© 

Macroansy® , Macro Analysis of Systems© 

Project: ‘E-Commerce of Global Consulting Business’© 

$BEEPower© Coin.  

Declaration of formal segregation of the ‘Crypto Currency related Businesses’ 
from the country of India Jurisdiction 
Email: business@macroansy.org 

Web Site: https://macroansy.org 

First issue: 09 June 2019, updated: 21 June 2019. 

This General Declaration is deemed a formal declaration with regards to the firm 
Macroansy®’s Projects related to Crypto Currency Businesses. 

‘CCB’ refers to Crypto Currency related Businesses. 

‘KYC’ refers to ‘Know Your Client’, which refers to a set of personal details of an individual, 
which identifies the individual formally in his country of citizenship. 

The term ‘Coin’ (case insensitive & singular or plural) refer to $BEEPower coin, the crypto 
digital token on Ethereum Block Chain. 

$BEEPower Coin Contract Link: https://etherscan.io/address/0x26d13bc704eeac5302ee27751d7873562d215a91 

MAS© refers to Macroansy®. Website refers to https://macroansy.org.  

IMPORTANT INFORMATION OF OUR CCB: 

Our CCB are AML (Anti Money Laundering) enforced by way of KYC and freezing of Crypto 
Wallet Accounts for Coin Trading, which do not comply with KYC. 

Reference: https://macroansy.org/business_plan_and_ico/kyc 

DECLARATION: 

It is hereby declared that from this day of 09 June 2019, the firm Macroansy® is segregating 
its CCB from the country of India jurisdiction. Indian citizens or any Indian Country Entity 
are not allowed to be involved with our CCB. 

Also this declaration of segregation is automatically applicable to any global country with 
regulations which do not support our CCB. 
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Our CCB is applicable to Global Citizens of Countries wherein our CCB is valid for use. 

Also, the Founder of Macroansy®, Mr Kumar P.T, alias King Krish, hereby declares that he 
will not do any CCB in India or with its citizens or with its Entities. Founder also declares 
that his firm will not support or use any of the crypto assets issued by the Indian 
Government or Indian Entities in his CCB. 

Also, the CCBs are formally segregated from the company Macroansy®’ scope in India with 
regards to its tax registration at Coimbatore India. Also, it is hereby declared that all the CCB 
of Macroansy are floated across global decentralized ethereum blockchain and is not part of 
the country of India’s blockchain asset. Macroansy® website content related with CCB is 
proposed only for Global citizens who are not Indian citizens and who are not Indian Entities 
and also not for citizens whose countries do not favour of our CCB. 

Indian Citizens and Indian Entities are hereby requested not to use our CCB which has a 
global scope. The same is applicable to any country citizen having restrictions of use of this 
CCB in their country of origin. 

Also, it is hereby declared that our official CCB would be operated from other countries like 
Singapore, Australia, France, UK, Canada, US, UAE, Saudi through a Business investment visa 
in future. This declaration governs and supercedes any other formal documents, content 
published on our website. 

Also, it is hereby declared that the Project ‘E-Commerce of Global Consulting Business’ in 
itself is purely an Information Technology project which is a ‘Software As A Service’ Project. 
The CCB is related only with the part Global public funding for the Project outside India. In 
India the project would be launched with Investment which complies with Indian 
regulations for the business. Hence the Project ‘E-Commerce of Global Consulting Business’ 
in itself would be available for any country globally and in India. 

Also, it is hereby declared that the following Entities, MAS BP©, MAS SPACES©, MAS GU©, 
MAS PILOT© & MAS FOUNDATION© in itself support Projects which are purely Information 
Technology related and our CCB IS NOT REQUIRED with the core functioning of these 
Projects. These Projects would be available globally to any Country. 

Also, it is hereby declared that the following Entities, MAS COIN REX©, MAS PRIVATE 
BANK©, MAS SIGN© & MAS GLOBAL BANK© in itself support Projects which ARE RELATED 
with CCB and REQUIRE CCB in their core functioning. These Projects would be available 
globally in countries which support our CCB. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

Formal Signing Procedure:  

This formal online signing procedure is as per $BEEPower Coin’s peer to peer ‘Sell-Buy’ 
procedure as described on MAS’s website. 

As per the above formal sign procedure, both the parties, the Seller(MAS) and the 
Buyer(MAS), do hereby solemnly confirm that the following ERC20 wallet crypto currency 
accounts shall be considered as our true International Identification(ID) representing our 
Business Entities and the TxHash shall be considered as the instrument of formal acceptance 
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of this agreement by our Business Entities. We hereby agree that this procedure shall be 
valid legally in any court of law. 

Note: for ‘Self Declaration’ both the Seller and Buyer are the same. 
________________________________________________________________________ 

SELLER crypto coin sign: 

Seller’s Business Entity Name: Macroansy®. 

Seller’s Authorized Personnel Name: Mr. King Krish. 

Seller (MAS): ERC20 Wallet, crypto Account: 

 

Sell TransactionHash (copied from https://etherscan.io) for this declaration:  

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

BUYER crypto coin sign: 

Buyer’s Business Entity Name: Macroansy®. 

Buyer’s Authorized Personnel Name: Mr. King Krish. 

Buyer(MAS): ERC20 Wallet, crypto Account: 

Buy TransactionHash (copied from https://etherscan.io) for this declaration:  

______________________________________________________________________ 

Though this declaration is not crypto signed now, this declaration is deemed formal and from 
this first issue date of 09 June 2019, public declaration. 

 

END 


